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FOR YOUR INFORMATION: 

 Where you can find Pine Mountains Updates? 

 Annual Work Day will be held on Saturday, June 24th 

 Speeding 

 East Gate trailer parking is not allowed this summer 

 West Gate trailers need to be relocated against north fence by June 1st 

 Security Cameras 

 Revised Pine Mountains Rules and Construction Rules available 

 Change of Contact or Ownership 

PINE MOUNTAINS UPDATES AND NOTIFICATIONS: To keep up to date with the latest Pine Mountains 

information please friend us on Facebook or visit our website at www.pinemountains.com. If you don’t find 

what you are looking for please email the Board at utahpinemountains@gmail.com. The Board will begin using 

these sites as our primary communication to all members. You can find current bulletins, weather reports, 

members, bylaws, rules and regulations and Board information. 

 

ANNUAL WORK DAY: The annual work day will be Saturday, June 24, 2017. A few changes have been made 

to make our work day more productive and effective, so please plan accordingly. Participants 16 and older are 

required to check in and check out in order to receive work credit, check in will begin at 8am. Assignments will 

be provided to crews and start time will begin at approximately 8:30am.  

**For those interested in working on the paint crew, please contact Jack Olsen at 801-253-3906 or email 

wjackolsen@gmail.com to reserve your spot. 

Changes to our Annual Work Party for this year: 

 Pickup trucks only  

 Minimum trailer size is to be 8’ X 8’ 

 No 4-wheelers or side by sides allowed 

 

SPEEDING: The posted speed limits in our association are 10 MPH on dirt roads and 15 MPH on paved 

roads. Please remind ALL visitors of this rule, if an individual is caught not obeying a ticket will be issued. 
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(Please remember that the homeowner is the one who receives the ticket in the end). Warnings will no 

longer be issued; we have to crack down hard on this for the safety of all our members. 

EAST GATE TRAILER PARKING: No trailer parking will be allowed in the east parking lot during this summer 

season. The parking lot is being expanded to accommodate more winter parking. If you currently have a trailer 

parked in the east lot, please move it to the west lot just north of the burn pile.  

WEST GATE TRAILER PARKING: All trailers parked around the burn pile will need to be relocated before 

June 1st.  Please park along the north side, closest to fence as possible. If you have questions please feel free 

to contact a board member. 

SECURITY CAMERAS: Security cameras have or are in process of being installed at both East and West 

gates. Many cabin owners have expressed concerns about gates being left open, the Board believes this will 

help assist in assessing fines to those individuals that do not secure our gates and help us protect our 

investments. 

PINE MOUNTAINS RULES AND CONTSTRUCTION RULES: A revised update to our association rules and 

construction rules are available for you on our website at http://pinemountains.com/.   

CHANGE OF CONTACT INFORMATION OR OWNERSHIP: Any property owner that has a change of 
address, phone number, or email address will need to notify Merrill Ross at 801-255-7242 or email 
merrillr9197@gmail.com so that your records can be kept up-to-date and to ensure you will be included to 
electronically receive information that is sent to the association members. 
 

------------------------------------------------------------ 

LOSS OF MEMBERS: Pine Mountains has lost a couple of residents during these last several months. We 
would like to extend our condolences to their family and friends. 
 

 Carma Pederson at 535 Balsam Drive  

 Robert Leggat at 044 Caribou Drive 

 Ron Taylor, long time Board Member and past owner of 655 Sugar Pine Drive 

 Irl Allen White at 528 Balsam Drive 
 

------------------------------------------------------------ 

Concerns or Complaints Board has received: 
 
GATES BEING LEFT OPEN: Each year cabin owners voice their concern about our gates being left open. 
Many suggestions have been made to the board that has been discussed. It was decided to install security 

cameras at each of Pine Mountains gates and possibly expand cameras into the parking lots. Security 

cameras have or in process of being installed at both East and West gates. No warnings will be given, if an 

individual do not secure our gates they will be fined. 

SPEEDING: Everyone needs to remember that Pine Mountains still has established speed limits. The 
maximum speed is 15 MPH and 10 MPH where posted on curves and blind corners. You are putting yourself 
and others safety in harm’s way with your choices. Violators will be ticketed and fined! 
 
TRESSPASSING:  Several complaints about individuals riding their ATVs through private property was 
reported. In Pine Mountains ATVs are to stay on designated roads and are not to create shortcuts through 
others’ property. We all must respect the rights of others and stay on the roads or in the approved play areas.  
 
DOGS: We understand that everyone wants to enjoy their cabin experience, including those who bring their 
dogs with them. However, there has been a growing problem in our Association with dogs barking, dogs 
running loose without a leash, which is required under Rule 24. Every animal owner is expected to comply with 
this rule so all can enjoy. Should your dog leave your property and not be on a leash you will be fined. If you 
see dogs running loose without a leash, please contact a Board member with the responsible owner’s name, 
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lot number and time and date of sighting. We are not trying to limit you and your dog’s cabin experience, but 
need to make sure all visitors to Pine Mountains can have the same enjoyment. 
 
FIREWORKS: A concern around New Year’s occurred that a cabin on the east side had lit fireworks. As you all 
know open fires of any kind and fireworks are not allowed. Fire prevention should be a way of life for every 
Pine Mountains’ property owner 24/7. 
 

------------------------------------------------------------ 

CONSERVE WATER: The residents of Pine Mountains must conserve water to protect our mountain and our 
neighborhood. Please continue to help and do your part. 
 
YOUR WATER SYSTEM: Pine Mountain Mutual Water Company is a State certified private water company 
that provides full service hookups and water. We have two wells and a spring that provide water to storage 
tanks near the top of the subdivision. These tanks hold 450,000 gallons. There is a second storage tank at the 
top of the subdivision that holds 45,000 gallons that receives its water from the lower tanks via transfer pumps. 
The tanks operate on a gravity flow system. Our water quality has been tested for more than 40 years and we 
more than meet State requirements. 
 
ARE YOU CONTAMINATING YOUR WATER SUPPLY?: Back flow is the reverse flow of contaminated water 
or other substances from a user’s water system back into the public drinking water system. Back flow can 
occur if your plumbing system is physically connected (a cross connection) to any source of contamination or 
pollution. Examples include hose attachments to utility sinks and garden hoses. The hose bib vacuum breaker 
that is attached to your yard hydrant is one way to prevent contamination to the water system. Some of our 
newer service box connections have vacuum breakers built in, but to be safe it is wise to have the hose bib on 
your yard hydrant or any other outside taps that do not have a factory one built in. Please notify a Board 
member to get a hose bib connector for your hydrant if you do not have one. They are brass and attached to 
the yard hydrant and you screw your hose to it. 
 
SEPTIC SYSTEMS:  Waste is collected throughout your house and flows through your plumbing to the septic 

tank. There the water is partially treated and sludge removed through a gravity process.  The remaining waste 

water moves into a soil absorption field where the final stage of waste treatment occurs.  Both of these 

components are important and need to be maintained properly to avoid system failures.  If they are not, 

contamination of water in increased risk in your families are very real results.  Don't "shock" your system by 

purring toxic substances down your drains.  Do not overload your tank with material that will clog it, such as 

paper products, fats and grease or coffee grounds.  This action will impede normal biological action in the tank 

and may result in clogging your soil absorption field. Have your tanks inspected and pumped out if necessary 

every 3 to 30 years depending on the use. 

 

BACK FLOW:  It is an undesirable reversal of flow of non-potable water or other substances through a cross-
connection and into the piping of a public water system or consumer's potable water system. 
 
CROSS CONNECTIONS:  A cross connection is any physical or potential connection between a potable water 
supply and any potential hazardous material.  This connection can be created when plumbing is incorrectly 
installed or even by simply attaching a hose to a faucet.  Cross connections are not always easy to discover, 
but can pose a serious threat to water quality.  Federal and State regulation provide that no such connection is 
permissible without the installation of an approved backflow prevention assembly.  If you have a newly installed 
water service box, you have the protection needed as back flow assemblies are built into the plumbing inside 
of it. If not, you will need a brass hose bib connection on your yard hydrant.   Most have them, but if you do not, 
contact a Board member to get one installed at no cost. 
 

------------------------------------------------------------ 

 
PHYSICAL ADDRESS: Summit County has been changing to physical addresses in the Canyon over the last 

couple years. Each property owner will need to list the physical address, as well as, lot number near driveway. 



This will help to quickly locate your property in case of emergencies, such as fire, medical, sheriff or water 

problems.  

 
IRRIGATION DITCH: Spring runoff is expected this year and the irrigation ditch that runs across the North side 
of Pine Mountains will become an attraction for kids. Unfortunately this makes a dangerous area, and this is no 
place to play. So be vigilant and prevent children from playing around the fast-moving water. 
 
DEALING WITH FIRE: Fire prevention should be a way of life for every Pine Mountains’ property owner 24/7. 
However, when fires do start, it is important to know how to react quickly and effectively. If you are interested in 
obtaining training on our firefighting equipment (including pumper truck) and related procedures, please 
contact Merrill Ross at 801-255-7242 or 435-783-7561. As a refresher, our RED fire equipment sheds are 
located at the West Entrance – near the entrance to the storage sheds area; East Entrance – on west side of 
the old garage; Transfer Pump Station – the pump house located near the lower water tanks all can be 
accessed with your gate key. The Fire engine is located in Bay #1 at the northwest corner of the equipment 
storage building. Additionally, it would be helpful for potential FUTURE GRANT MONEY if you would KEEP 
TRACK OF THE HOURS you have spent on any fire mitigation effort on your property, including removal of 
dead fall that reduces fire load hazards. REPORT THIS INFORMATION TO MERRILL ROSS. One final 
thought. It has come to the Boards attention that gas cans are being left on cabin porches and near structures. 
This careless treatment of a very flammable liquid could one day get Pine Mountains in serious trouble. Gas 
containers, whether empty or full, should be treated as a potential fire hazard and properly stored. 
 

------------------------------------------------------------ 

 
BURN PILE PROCEDURES: Removal of dead fall is certainly important to fire mitigation and insect 
control, so please help by bringing natural, burnable material from your property to the burn pile. Contact any 
Board Member for access. Temporary use of small trailers may be available by contacting Brad Peacock at 
435-783-7796. Remember! In order to keep our burn privileges, no stumps, construction, or other materials 
is allowed on the burn pile. If it grows at Pine Mountains it can be burned at Pine Mountains. Construction 
material must be taken to the County Landfill, located in Henefer. Household debris can be taken to the Three 
Mile Canyon Landfill off SR 32 across from the Rockport Reservoir, and the phone number is 435-336-5297. 
They are open from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Monday through Saturday. The cost for a minimum load is $10 for 
small truck or small trailer loads, or $23 a ton for large loads. Also note, we are trying to keep the burn pile on 
the east end of the meadow, so please do not expand the area. Any authorized material that is placed on 
the roadside for the Spring Work Day must be cut into maximum lengths of six feet to make it easier for 
the workers to pick up. For larger debris removal projects, you will need to secure your own paid contractor (for 
example, we know Brad Pitt at 435-783-2799 and Brad Peacock at Mountainside Maintenance 435-640-7444 
do such work). 
 
BURN PILE TRAILER STORAGE: All trailers parked inside the burn pile area on the WEST side must be 
relocated by June 1st along north fence or they will be towed at owner’s expense. This does not include the 
small snow mobile trailers parked along the south fence. 
 
SNOWMOBILES, ATV’S AND TRAILERS: All snowmobiles, ATV’s and trailers that are parked around the 
West and East parking lots and by the barn must be moved by June 1, 2017 or they will be towed at the 
owner’s expense. This does not include the small trailers parked by the South burn pile fence. 
 
WINTER DAMAGE: Every homeowner should take advantage of the spring and summer weather to inspect, 
repair and improve their home site. The cold and water that come with winter weather can be very destructive. 
The damage can be from chimneys knocked down or badly bent, plumbing vents (small plastic pipes 
penetrating out of the roof) sheared off or bent, TV antennas down, and windows broken. Please check your 
cabin and property this year to protect your investment. This recommendation is particularly important to those 
owners who don’t use their property often. Two other topics that need to be handled by the home owners are: 

(1) House Numbers for each lot visible from the street 
(2) Clean up winter debris from lots. 

 



WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT THE PINE BEETLE: Many places in the West (including Pine 
Mountains) are being attacked by an insect known as the Mountain Pine Beetle. The following information was 
obtained from the Utah Division of Forestry, Fire & State Lands. The Pine Beetle generally attacks pine trees 
greater than or equal to six (6) inches in diameter at waist height. When it finds a suitable host tree, the adult 
beetle chews through the outer bark into the phloem tissue and introduces a fungus that invades the sapwood 
of the tree. Destruction of the phloem tissue, in conjunction with the fungus, causes the tree to die. The Pine 
Beetle generally requires one year to develop from egg too adult with maturity cycle beginning in mid-July. 
Evidence of the Pine Beetle starts with pitch tubes on the tree trunk ranging in color from cream to red and 
ultimately leads to yellow and red needles within one year. Several options are available to control the Pine 
Beetle. For best prevention, spray the healthy trees with a registered insecticide about mid-June which lasts 
about a year. Certain formulations of carbaryl, such as Sevin SL, Carbaryl 4L or permethrin (Astro), can be 
sprayed on all sides and surfaces of the tree trunk up to 30 feet high or to the site where the trunk narrows to 6 
inches. If the beetle has reached the phloem tissue, then it is protected by the tree bark and is not affected by 
the insecticide. A tree cannot be saved if heavily infested and if attack exceeds three-fourths of the tree’s 
circumference. The only option is then to cut down the infested tree and get it to the burn pile as quickly as 
possible. We encourage all property owners to remove beetle-infested trees. If such trees are to be used for 
firewood, place the burnable lengths in full sunlight and cover with a 10-ml clear plastic to kill the beetles in it. 
 
NOTE TO HORSE OWNERS: The horse pasture will be open to stock on July 1, 2017, if interested please 
contact Mark Memmott or email him at markmemmott@msn.com . He will need a description of each horse, 
your contact information, and to make arrangements for a key. 
 
PARKING LOTS & PARKING LOT OWNERS: Names and numbers for the parking lot owners are: 

West Storage Area: Tyler Healey 801-910-7449 
East Storage Area: Rob Pinkerton 801-942-1491 Cell: 435-783-7062 

 
PARKING LOTS: Please remember the storage shed parking lots at both the east and west areas of 
Pine Mountains are privately owned. Any questions regarding these areas should be referred to the owners. 
In the PINE MOUNTAINS’ EAST PARKING LOT, members are not closing the gate between the storage shed 
property and Pine Mountains property. The sign on the gate clearly states that those gates MUST be closed 
and locked at all times. Both the Beaver Springs Storage and Pine Mountains Boards have agreed that heavy 
fines will be imposed on anyone caught leaving the gate open. 
 
SECURITY: As you know, the Association gates are our main way of securing Pine Mountains and our 
investments. It seems that there are a few who, for whatever reason, seem to think that it is okay to leave the 
gates open. For this reason the Board is asking those people to please rethink what this action could possibly 
cause. With the advent of warmer weather, if our gates are left open, our investment in our lots and 
cabins are put at risk, i.e., vandalism, theft, etc. Please let a Board member and the Sheriff’s department 
know if your cabin has been vandalized. If possible, take pictures and send them to a member of the Board. 
For the rest of us who try and play by the rules, the Board is asking those who notice anyone leaving the gates 
open, or any other act of reducing our security, please note the license plate of the vehicle or the lot number on 
the vehicle and pass this information to a Board member for further action. We all must work together to keep 
Pine Mountains secure. 
 
WILD ANIMALS: If you are being bothered by bears, cougars, wolves, moose or any other wild animal and 
need assistance, call the Division of Natural Resources Ogden office at 801-476-2740, or their field officer 
assigned to our area at 801-541-3906. 
 
SAFETY & ATV PRIVILEGES: The use of ATVs, motorcycles, and etc., by our members and their guests 
during the year, is an okay and a fun way to recreate. However, there are blind curves and residents walking 
on the roads that need to be afforded the same right as anyone else. There are speed limits, rules of operation 
and safe practices that need to be observed if we all are to have safe and sane recreation within Pine 
Mountains. ALL ATVs, bikes or motorized recreation vehicles need to have their lot numbers visibly displayed 
on the machine. Don’t forget that young drivers need helmets. The older drivers could also benefit from 
wearing a helmet. Once again this year, there will be individuals patrolling the area who will ticket offenders 
and the lot owner will ultimately be responsible for paying the fine. Please inform your guests that this 
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requirement applies to them also. We plan on visually checking at the gates during high use periods to ensure 
that this information is passed to all those individuals who enter Pine Mountains. We want to educate all about 
this requirement, as it is not our intent to ticket, but to ensure that NO individual who enters into Pine 
Mountains is injured through irresponsible actions. Based on an amendment to Pine Mountains Rules 
approved by the property owners in September 2004, our community initiated a new off-highway vehicles 
(OHV) policy. The Board essentially adopted the State of Utah Regulations that requires all persons operating 
an OHV in Pine Mountains to have a valid driver license or a Utah State Approved OHV Education Certificate. 
In an effort to meet the growing demands for OHV youth education courses, Utah State Parks has made 
classes available online at stateparks.utah.gov. Cost for the OHV class is $30 and covers ATVs, off highway 
motorcycles (OHMs) and side-by-side ATVs. Upon successful completion of the course, a student can print a 
temporary certificate valid for 60 days and later receive a permanent certificate by mail. UTAH LAW requires 
youth eight to 16 to complete the Utah State Parks Know before You Go OHV Education Course before 
operating a machine on public lands, roads or trails. It is illegal for any child under the age of eight to operate 
an OHV on public land or in Pine Mountains. If any member has suggestions or comments, please notify a 
Board member with your information. Let us ALL have a fun and safe 2017 at Pine Mountains. 
 
OUR STANDARD REMINDERS THAT MAKES PINE MOUNTAINS SAFE AND ENJOYABLE: We tend to get 
lax from season to season regarding the rules within our By-Laws or helpful guidelines that are important for a 
living, safety and recreational standard within our community. As spring smiles on us please pay attention to 
the following: 

 Open Fires of any kind, including fireworks, ARE NOT ALLOWED in Pine Mountains. One slight 
mistake can wipe us ALL out! Please reinforce this with your family and all guests. 

 Control your pets as required by Rule 24 within our By-Laws. Pets are not allowed to be a nuisance to 
other property owners, they cannot roam free in Pine Mountains and must be kept on a leash. The full 
extent of our penalty (fine) system will be applied for violations. 

 New construction or major remodeling has to receive written approval by the Board prior to initiation 
(Rule No. 13). Applications are available, please send request to utahpinemountains@gmail.com. 
Plans will need to be presented at a regularly scheduled Board meeting (generally the third Thursday of 
every month, except December). The Board does not accept plans by mail or dropped off at a Board 
member’s house. 
Please note if a property owner has installed a fence or gate within the Association right-of-way and it 
becomes necessary to work on the road, the owner will bear the cost of removing and reinstalling the 
fence/gate. 

 Water line leaks may exist underground in our porous soil due to winter freeze-ups. Please help us 
identify any problems by inspecting all of your water service. If you hear, see or detect anything 
suspicious, please contact a member of the Board. Don’t forget our water supply is limited, and 
conservation is critical! Also, it is important that owners and guests know where the shut-off valves are 
located for their applicable water service in case a leak occurs. 

 Street Shut-off Valves need to be exercised once a year to check their operation. 

 Yard Hydrants are required by state law to have a proper working backflow prevention device to 
prevent contamination of our water supply and system. Please notify a Board Member if you do not 
have such an attachment on all your hydrants, or if it is not working properly. Remember there is a Pine 
Mountains’ policy which does not allow the installation of automated sprinkling or watering 
systems of plants and trees on your property. It is permissible to hand water plants and trees when you 
are actually on the site to move the hoses or sprinklers. 

 Parking on the roadside is not allowed in the summer at Pine Mountains due to the narrow width of 
our roads. It is the owners’ responsibility to ensure family members, guests and contractors park only 
within the owner’s property or in designated parking areas. Violators will be ticketed. 

 Trash is a common sight after the snow thaws. Please make an effort not to throw things away as you 
finish with them, but take them out with you when going home. A lot of folks walk throughout the area 
and the suggestion has been made to carry a plastic bag and pick up any litter you come across. This 
will help keep our area one of the most pristine in the canyon. Thanks in advance for your help. 

 Drinking Water. A good suggestion was made to the newsletter editor that I would like to pass on to all 
cabin owners. For those rare occasions when water is not available at your cabin due to a water system 
emergency or repair, you should have several gallons of water stored in your cabin in appropriate 
containers (commercially bottled or storage barrels). 
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 Security has always been an issue with mountain property owners. If you are interested in volunteer 
security patrol on weekends and peak holidays, you can contact Darin Ross (standard work credit 
rates apply). 

 Remember that all OHV’s operated within Pine Mountains must have lot identification numbers. 
OHV decals/tags and gate keys are available with the following (as well as all Board Members): 

Merrill Ross   Lot 795    435-783-7561 
Brad Peacock  Lot 60     435-783-7796 
Bob Hart    Lot 414 ....................................435-783-7524 

 House lot numbers can be very important during emergencies and for the convenience of guests. 
Please make sure you have a visible lot identification for your property that blends with our mountain 
setting. 

 Trailer park and picnic area reservations can be made by contacting Blake Nielsen. These facilities 
are by reservation only. 

 Wildfire Hazards: Because we are in a heavily-traveled area, Upper Weber Canyon is considered a 
prime target for wildfire due to the fuel load, and proximity of cabins to trees. Reducing the fire load 
hazard is one of the most important matters facing cabin and lot owners. It has been suggested to keep 
a minimum of 30' cleared around structures, trees or shrubs. Contact a Board Member for further 
instructions. 

 Board Nominations: Anyone interested in becoming a candidate for a Board position will need to 
contact Jolene Stephens, election committee chair at 801-253-3906 or jpgemsutah@yahoo.com. The 
elections are held at the Annual Meeting scheduled for late September 2017.  

 Change of Address: Any property owner that has a change of address or phone number should notify 
Merrill Ross at 801-255-7242 or 435-783-7561 so that your records can be brought up-to-date and you 
will be on the list to receive information that is sent to the association members. 

 
LOST & FOUND ITEMS: If you have lost an item please email board at utahpinemountains@gmail.com with a 
description of item, approximate date and time. We will post a notification to members to be on the lookout. If 
you locate any lost item(s) please make arrangements to drop off to a board member so it can be returned. 
 
ARTICLES FOR NEWSLETTER: If you want to add an item of general interest to the newsletter, please email 
to utahpinemountains@gmail.com  or contact Trudy Nielsen. 
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SUMMIT COUNTY INFORMATION AND 

EMERGENCY PHONE NUMBERS 

 

Emergency Numbers: 
Medical/Fire/Ambulance/Life or Death Situations 911 
Sheriff’s Office (Summit County)    1-435-336-3500 
Poison Control      1-800-222-1222 

 

 

Public Utilities: 
All West Communications      1-435-783-4361 
Animal Control Shelter     1-435-615-3985 
Blue Stake (call before you dig)    1-800-662-4111 
Division of Wildlife Resources    1-435-615-3500 
Alive or Dead Wildlife     1-801-476-2740 
Quest Communications     1-800-573-1311 
Statewide Road Conditions     1-800-492-2400 
Summit County Public Works    1-435-615-3124 
Utah Power & Light (Outages and Emergencies)  1-877-548-3768 

 

Health Department: 
Coalville, Utah      1-435-336-3222 
Kamas, Utah       1-435-783-4351ext. 3071 
Park City, Utah      1-435-615-3810 

 
 
 

Summit County has developed an excellent family emergency preparedness guide. The 
guide is available at www.co.summit.ut.us. 
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Pine Mountains Water Management Inc. 
℅Merrill Ross 
9197 South Trimble Creek 
West Jordan, UT 84088 
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